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About This Game

Fishing on the Fly is an indie hard core fly fishing game created by one crazy person, Mac Clark, a fly fishing guide in the
Northwest. This is one of the only fishing games made in the U.S.A., so expect a game where the dev actually fished these areas

with expert knowledge.

Enjoy explosive fishing game play, explore actual models of blue-ribbon rivers, catch authentic trophy fish and experience true
to life fishing challenges. Original and unique game mechanics get more challenging the longer you play. Built using the award

winning Unreal Engine.

Features

Learn: Mysteries surrounding fly fishing secrets in 14 chapters while you progress by unlocking new locations and
equipment.

Choose: Unlock Equipment, rivers, modes and difficulty as you level up.

Solve: Actual hatches used by expert fly fisherman that change by season.

Exciting: Animations and leaping fish that combine effortlessly into millions of new and thrilling combinations.

Real life: Strategies and tactics are used to catch fish in the game.
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Explore: Famous western rivers accurately modeled using USGS data.

Win: Fish Bucks as a reward to purchase equipment and flies in game.

Display: Trophies and earned equipment unlocked in your man cave to share with friends.

Enjoy: Local wildlife like realistic bears, buffaloes, wolves and lots (and lots) of different fish.
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Title: Fishing on the Fly
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Numicus Studios
Publisher:
Numicus LLC
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: •NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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in general it is a pretty easy, relaxing game. You repeat the daily routine of a freelancer. There are more room to improve but
overall it is a nice game, the graphic and animation is so smooth, the music is relaxing, this game ease my OCD. Probably gonna
play more. https://youtu.be/djbe1sS0BSE

The decades have not been kind to this classic adventure game. The amazing voice cast is lost to poor audio compression, and
the puzzles/interface remain as rough as ever.. The yuri scenes are fine, and that's everything Ecchi Sketch: Draw Cute Girls
Every Day! can offer. Another boring story with lots of unnecessary stuff. Also, the price is way too high! It's not worth buying
even on sale.. More Mega Man than a metroidvania. Starts out ok until you reach the level \/ boss choice and that's when you see
that it's more Mega Man like. I liked the Mega Man games, but the gameplay feels sluggish. Your character looks like they're
runniing in slow motion.. A very enjoyable MS-DOS inspired collectathon-platformer. I'd recomend to anyone how likes this
style of game.
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Every industry has its innovators, pioneers and titans. This movie does a fairly thorough job of introducing us to some of the
early big players and what happened along the timeline from the infancy to the boom to the bust of the video game industry.

I found it very infomative and entertaining, and well worth my time and money.. There might be a good game simewhere in
there, but you have to jump through a lot of hoops to find it. You need to realize that despite your arrows teleporting you around
the small studio apartment that you start in, you actually have to reach out and grab an awkwardly placed Ipad on a counter to
navagate to any content. This game would be greatly improved by a decent tutorial, and starting in a different location. It's not
really engaging enough for adults, and the navagation controls aren't clear or intuitive enough for kids. You'd have more fun
playing the archery simulator in "the lab" - which is free.. The second most realistic agricultural simulation on Steam.. Okay, if
you don't need a reason for picking up the game, because you love visual novels, then go for it.

However if you're looking for a game for spending even just a lazy afternoon, beware. The art is lovely but the game is
insubstantial. It's too short and rushed to leave any kind of impact. The heroine is lovely, but like any generic cute girl. The
game fails on its promise to tell about Iceland, and about its "legends" --you know what I'm talking about.

There are some games that are imbued with indie charm despite their limitations, but sadly this isn't one of them.

Anyway I don't regret buying the game and I wish the best of luck for Purin and the people involved in the project. Beginnings
are hard.. Start on the harder difficulties for best results - Kyn is a solid, traditional aRPG that demands tactical thought and
proper positioning of your warriors... for the first few hours. Invest a little time in crafting, and you'll soon outmatch your foes,
zerging your way to the end. Go easy on the gear, however, and it's a beautiful, varied piece of work (with a stonking
soundtrack) that packs a few genuine innovations of its own. Full review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Akx9TbxPU
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